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The weight of the Coalition lies heavily on Maranco’s Oil Concession

On Tuesday the government said it had
awarded Maranco Ltd. a production sharing
agreement, giving the green light for oil
exploration in northwestern Orange Walk
District which includes the Rio Bravo
Conservation and Management area.  The
Belize Coalition to Save Our Natural
Heritage, has reacted with disappointment
to the award of the contract. According to
the coalition Chairman, Giovanni Brackett,
the organization submitted an objection to
the issuance of the concession; however, a
complete review of Maranco’s technical
and financial capacity was not conducted
because there was not full disclosure of

information by the company.

Giovanni Brackett, Chairman, Coalition To Save Our Natural Heritage

“Well the Coalition’s executive committee would have to meet and have to discuss the way forward if
government will continue to act in this almost undemocratic fashion whereby they continue to go with this
‘Drill baby drill!’ policy.  [It’s] a policy without the proper regulations, I mean we have a petroleum act but
there’s limited regulation in terms of this oil industry.  I mean right now if you look at the budget this year
it’s fifty thousand [dollars] that will be allotted to the Geology & Petroleum [Department] for computers, not
to buy booms, not to buy technical equipment [or] to higher two or three more geologists [or] experts to
understand how our country [works].  Belize is a very environmentally sensitive country on a whole.  We
have our barrier reef, we have our watersheds, we have several protected areas that we have been
protecting for years.  Now these areas are in threat because of oil exploration impacts.  So the coalition will
have to meet and decide the way forward.  As the chairperson I can only say that we are upset and we’re
not happy with the way the government is behaving.”

Brackett further stated that the submission the coalition made was limited because
Maranco only disclosed its work plan and not the relevant documentation that is
necessary to determine the feasibility of their undertaking.  The coalition also calls on
the government to respect and adhere to the democratic process by allowing the people
to decide whether they will allow oil drilling in offshore and protected areas.
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THE COMMENTS AND VIEWS EXPRESSED

Jay says:

well it takes a knowledgeable leader to know how to run his department; this is proof that Vega knows
nothing of how to run and protect our resources. i wont be mistaken if he has no interest in this field either,
the Ministry of Natural Resources is not only about giving and taking away house lots, its more than that!!

March 31, 2011 at 1:05 am

rod says:

this will continue because uncle barrows nephew is involved they are all getting rich off the backs of the
poor belizean people who are struggling just to make ends meet while he his wife his exwife and family
keep raping the country and people of belize march my people march so let it be said let it be written.

March 31, 2011 at 7:00 am

louisville,ky says:

I’ll throw my support 100% behind the coalition in an effort to bring the GoB to the table so as to ensure the
way forward is in the best interest of the enviornment and the Belizean people.(not necessarily in that
order)
So keep up the good work Giovanny. And I want to hear more bout the PSA….. the PSA, my boy, noh lose
sight ah dat!!!

March 31, 2011 at 7:56 am
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